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May 2017 - Jim/Malc’s Issue No. 65 
 

Modelling in April (2017) – by Jim 
 

Not being at the meeting myself means you don’t have to put up with me droning on about it this 

month. Suffice to say I have heard Model of the Month was particularly good this time and it was 

said any of the models could win a ‘show’ competition. In fact most months it would be easier to 

win at a show than win our Model of the Month. Anyway Mike Parker did win with his 

Messerschmitt Me110 G4 R/3 (words/photo elsewhere).  

      I assume the show was all sorted during the meeting as all appeared to go fairly smoothly on 

the day. There was a nice lot of help on the Friday to set up, and Andy, Malcolm and Austin 

sorted out the signage.  On the day as I said it seemed to tick along nicely. Our sales table was a 

bit short on helpers but still made a handsome profit, as did the kitchen and that was all down to 

the Hillman ‘clan’ Candi, Clive and Ben. many thanks to them. The Competition appeared far 

smoother this year under the watchful eyes of Graham and Trevor. Thanks to them and all the 

other competition helpers and judges, it is a rather labour intensive department.  Lastly but 

certainly not least the public came through the door in larger numbers this year so maybe the 

website helped as other advertising was less this time. All in all a good day, the attending clubs 

seemed happy and the traders likewise, one actually saying his takings were more this year. So 

once again I would like to thank every one of you who helped out and made this show so good. 

STOP PRESS   We have been informed by IPMS Torbay and South Devon that due to Torbay 

council requisitioning the venue, Torquay Town Hall, for the General Election, they have to 

cancel the planned show on 27
th
 May. This is a great shame as I am sure the Torquay public 

would rather have a model show than more politics. We will just have to look forward to next 

year.  

Jim 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 

** Malcolm’s own web-site  https://malcolmvlowe.wordpress.com also has info  

mailto:veeboo53@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:mvlowe59@hotmail.co.uk
https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/
http://www.winkton.net/malcolmlowe.htm
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Model of the Month – April 2017  

 

Italeri 1/72nd  Messerschmitt  Bf 110G-4/R3, III Gruppe/NJG 1, Arnhem 1944 – by 

Mike Parker 
 

On my quest to build and display examples of ‘night fighter’ aircraft in 1:72 scale, I’m always on 

the lookout for the next example, this the twentieth in my collection. The model was purchased 

many moons ago, second hand and at a reasonable price. On returning home I place the kit on my 

‘pending to build in the not too distant future’ shelf, with a number of others. A couple of years 

passed and the time finally came to build. The kit, an Italeri Messerschmitt Me110 G-4 R/3 in 

grey plastic was removed from the polybag and showed some promise. The moulding was 

generally fine, with some flash particularly on the rather elaborate arrangement of flame 

eliminating exhaust pipes, common with aircraft converted to this role. Transparencies and decals 

were adequate, which is more than I could say for the radar aerials; more about this later. All 
items received a soapy wash and dried thoroughly. 

Instructions for the build were clear and concise and the build sequence straightforward. Starting 

with the cockpit containing enough detail to gain my interest. The radar operator’s panel, needed 

a little attention, adding a small piece of plasticard to fill a gaping hole, most visible if left 

unattended. Twin defensive, rearward facing machine guns were put aside to fit later. The 

fuselage halves mated well. So far so good, or so I thought. Next the simple task was to assemble 

the wings. I test fitted them, trying desperately to make them fit together, not a hope. The single 

moulded lower wing section was offered up to the two upper wing sections and they didn’t fit. 

Endeavouring to fit the main plane to the fuselage, along with the omittance of a port leading 

edge landing light compounded my frustrations. This was turning from a night fighter into a 

‘nightmare’ fighter, but my persistence prevailed. After lots of filling and sanding I progressed 

onto the engine nacelles. Fortunately the exhaust pipes cleaned up fairly well and added great 

detail due to their odd configuration. These were to be fitted later. Note: the instruction for this kit 

illustrates engine sub-assemblies transposed. As for the landing light the need to file out the 

leading edge and position a small piece of transparent plastic was required, filing it over to follow 
the profile of the leading edge completed the task. 

Filling, sanding and preparing to paint came next. The long ‘greenhouse’ canopy was cleaned and 

hand painted and adhered to the fuselage. Masked with Tamiya’s ‘bendy’ masking tape and 

Halford’s grey primer followed. It was at this point I realized I was out of Vallejo Air RLM76 

pale blue grey paint; attempts to airbrush the same in Humbrol acrylics proved troublesome. So, 

with trusty flat brush in hand on went the first coat of Humbrol 247. A completed second was 

followed by coats of aerosol gloss varnish ready for decal application. Three colour schemes were 

provided by Italeri, the first two with splinter grey and green camouflage and another with an 
overall ‘squiggle’ random pattern in grey. I opted for the latter. 

I now needed to devise a method of achieving this random pattern effect. After much trial and 

error I came to the conclusion that my present skill with brush and airbrush would not achieve the 

desired result. It was time to rely on some of the skills from my days as a technical illustrator. I 

reasoned that I could use a soft pencil, with a matched grey tone, to apply free hand this complex 

pattern; or so I thought. (continued on next page) 
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(continued) 

 

Research informed me that this style of camouflage to aircraft of the day was often hastily applied with a 

vast variety of outcomes, often due to the competence of the paint sprayer and his skill (or lack of) with a 

spray gun.  This finish often covered existing markings and in this case at least only applied to the upper 

surfaces. 

My first attempts proved fruitless, after selecting a suitable soft pencil I practiced on a test piece 

of prepared plasticard, yet to no avail. It simply didn’t look right. It was then I reasoned that in 

my own limited experience of spraying aircraft, that only certain coverage can be obtained, due to 

the practice of how the spray gun is handled. Only certain radial motions, limited by the joints of 

arm and hand can be achieved. This may seem a little extreme, but once taken on board, the 
desired effect (after some practice) proved effective and this technique I applied to the model. 

The next big task of most night fighter aircraft was the radar aerials. As with many kits the ones 

supplied do not do the rest of the model credit. Earlier in the build I purchased online some turned 

brass alternative aerials and proceeded to assemble them. This required some ingenuity, with a 

strip of card and some cut down icelolly sticks glued together, a suitably little jig came into being. 

This allowed me to accurately super glue all the elements with precise spacing and alignment. 

Next the ‘antler’ style frames, ‘out of the box’, were cleaned up and required 0.8mm holes drilled 

into each of the ends. Finally gluing these to the nose of the model, allowing to set, followed by 
gluing the brass aerials into the previously drilled holes. Later undercoated and brush painted. 

Wheel undercarriage, propellers and exhausts received the appropriate treatment and attachment 

to the aircraft. Airbrush exhaust staining completed, final coats of flat aerosol varnish applied. 

Canopy masking carefully removed and other aerials fitted. Elastic thread, stained with a black 

Sharpie pen (other makes are available), a small hole drilled into both fins and thread adhered 

with cyanoacrylate. I chose to show the pilot’s cockpit glazing in the open position to allow easier 

viewing of at least some of the interior. Also not forgetting to retrofit the two rearward facing 

machine guns. 

Next the base, a modified picture frame, reinforced with 6mm MDF insert, filled with wall filler, 

sealed with watered down PVA glue and painted. Scratch built workbench, complete with paint 

pot and paint mixing paraphernalia, added interest to this hangar scene. All that remained to do 

was to add a lone figure, spray gun in hand. A fitting detail in this case and on which to conclude 

my build. 

Mike       (photo on next page) 

 

 

 

FONFA News 
 

Henry has sent details of FONFA open days, these being 21
st
 and 28

th
 May.  It is hoped to have a 

Merlin engine on display courtesy Rolls-Royce Heritage Collection and on the 28
th
 Spitfire Day 

there will be some new items on display. Also, anyone who loaned or donated models to FONFA 

and remembers the details please let Henry know so the models can be properly labelled and 

credited. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Mike Parker’s winning Bf 110 model, photo by Malcolm 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

May Mini Quiz – by Jim 

Last months answers, sorry they weren’t read out last month. 

Question 1  B   twelve 

Question 2  A  £874.10s 

Question 3  C  Netherlands and Isles of Scilly 

 

So now the questions for this month - 

 

1,   90 years ago this month who flew in to Paris Le Bourget and won a prize of $25,000 

A,  Amelia Earhart.    B,  Charles Lindbergh.     C, Charles Nungesser. 

 

2,   75 years ago next month where did the United States Navy decisively defeat the Imperial 

Japanese Navy. 

A,  Iwo Jima.      B,  Leyte Gulf.      C,  Midway. 

 

3,   50 years ago next month who gained  complete control of all of Jerusalem. 

A,  Israelis.      B,  Jordanians.       C, Palestinians. 

 

Answers will be revealed at the meeting or in the next Newsletter whichever you see first. 
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Calendar of Events 2017 

 

Shows, Exhibitions, Talks, you may be interested in 

(compiled by Jim and typed by Malcolm – both will 

have more details as and when) 

 

 

May 

Sat 13
th 

  Southdowns    Lancing 

Sun 14
th

   Gloucester  Churchdown  GL3 2JH       

Sat 27
th

   Torbay Model Show         Torquay TQ1 3DR CANCELLED 

 

June 

Sat 3
rd

    Salisbury  Laverstock  SP1 1RE    table 12ft  

Mon 26
th

—July2nd     Chalke Valley History Festival      Broad Chalke SP5 5DP 

    

July  
Sun 9

th
  North Somerset, Helicopter Museum, Weston-super-Mare 

Sat 15
th

  Romsey 

 

August 

Sun 6
th

      Boscombe Down model & craft show.  Old Sarum  SP4 6DZ       

Sun 13
th

   IPMS Avon  Thornbury 

Sat 26
th

      Wings & Wheels Fly-In          Henstridge Airfield     BA8 0TF 

 

 

September 

Sat 16
th

    Farnborough Modelfest       Camberley             GU15 2PQ  

       

October 

Sat 7
th

   TankMod Bovington                      BH20 6JG 
 

November 

Sat 11
th

/Sun 12
th

   Scale ModelWorld  Telford 

Sun 26
th

  Bugle Call  Nailsea School           BS48 2HN 
 

December 

Sat 2
nd

/Sun 3
rd

 (?)  Cherbourg  
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Mosonshow 2017 – by Malcolm 
 

Well after several years of intending to go but not being able to, this year I did at last get to visit 

the Mosonshow 2017 model show in Hungary. This is one of the biggest model shows in Europe, 

and having now visited it there is only one larger that I have ever seen – Telford. Held over two 

days in the little Hungarian town of Mosonmagyaróvár just south of the Austrian border, this 

show has grown and grown over the past few years. This year there were participants from as far 

afield as New Zealand and the US, in addition to many of us Europeans.  

      Apparently in past years the show was held in the local high school in the centre of town. But 

it has grown so much that it is now held in two separate buildings – the original school, and a 

massive new sports arena down the street from the school. Both buildings were crammed, with 

the traders filling classrooms and hallways, as well as the large entrance hallway in the old school 

building; and the exhibiting model clubs and massive show competition could be found in the 

sports arena. This made negotiating the show rather tricky as it meant transferring from one 

building to another, a lot of walking was involved. And to those who think we have a lot of 

entries in the competition in our own show, this one was truly enormous – there were dozens of 

competition classes for both ‘Hobby’ and ‘Master’ modelers, and the total of entries was 1,823!  

      Our very own Andy Argent was in attendance, giving a modelling demonstration, and also 

winning a prize in one of the many competition classes. And as for the prize-giving at the end of 

the weekend – it lasted two and a half hours. 

      The judging was also rather intense and very extensive, because every detail had to be correct 

to get any type of prize; the photo below shows one of the judges, examining the entrance door of 

a helicopter competition entry – with a torch! And woe betides anyone with the wrong number of 

rivets . . . 

 

Malcolm 

 

 

 
 

get the number of rivets correct, or else . . . !  (Malcolm’s clandestine photo) 
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More news! 
 

Last Thursday the ‘Old Gits’ offshoot of  Poole Vikings decided instead of just taking tea, we 

would visit Bournemouth Aviation Museum. Partly because one of our number is a volunteer 

there and has been doing some 1to1 scale painting on their Jaguar. We just had to check that the 

proper colours and varnishes had been used and the decals had not ‘silvered’. Joking aside, of 

course all is fine and it really does look good. The museum houses, well actually it’s all outdoors, 

a very varied collection and you can get to sit in many of the cockpits and flightdecks, from a 

BAC111 to an EE Lightning. All exhibits have excellent information plaques with them. There is 

the history of Bath Travel ( which includes some models by Graham) a selection of models within 

which it was nice to see some of John Neal’s 1/24 scale wooden creations and Gordon Stevens 

1/72 Rareplanes 1930’s US Army/Navy aircraft. We spent a good couple of hours there and 

would recommend that you also go along for an interesting trip. By the way we still ‘took tea’ 

after our visit. 

Jim 

 

 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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